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The Main Problem of Present Russian
Economics

BY FRIDA RUBÏ.NER, (Moscow)
tj . m t> Tr°takyS “Shears” the war- could not Purchase an arschin of calico in order again Alterations ns in tin»
HAT Russian economics are on the steady for less than 24 lbs. of flour in the summer of 1923. refitting Lly occupied mïny undertaMn^ foî
upgrade is a fact which even the most rabid At the present time a coat or pair of trousers costs months Th 7 °y undertakln8s for

enemies of the Soviet republic cannot deny, him on an average 168 nL of rvVwhlistT/ " ,1 \ 2“ C08ts °f thls restoration work again,
The traffic service improves visibly; in places it has obtain these for 16 pud before the war In districts J?®1,6886 * pn®e °f the' Product. for the principle!
reached 100% of the pre-war level Industry de- Z p8y has been insisted »P<*
v.lop, more ,„d more, both regard, quality „d good ZÏT’cÔfai.reZvehe.o^ the diZr ^ d“, *he N" E““
quantity- Big indu,try, now „ before in .be hand, ,,«» 2re ,„Zg ^ l.iS' f ![““ “ ** rmder» il "
of the atate, i. mating «toady progre». But Bu„ give , pud of 0,herWi8‘
sia is an agrarian country par excellence, and her and so forth.

; economy can only develop along sound lines when
( progress is e1ual in every direction. Since the Au- industry and agriculture is naturally that the p
1 tunm of this year, incontestable signs of an econ- antry is unable to buy anything. Light industry
I omic crisis are to be observed, expressed in a lack for instance the textile industry, which 
( t of markets. This crisis has been mainly caused by 

the disparity existing between the prices of agri- 
1. cultural products and1 those of industrial articles.

m\

T

This principle of profitability, proclaimed witi^
The result of this tremendous disparity between ** in*roductio11 of the “NEP,” is however, exag

gerated at times by state industry. It has been
certained that the economic administration of state 

pays such eDterprdse8 has sometimes raised the prices of 
an important role in Russia, has made great pro- f00,8 hlgb®r *han the market could sustain, merely 
gress within the last two years; but the home mar- ,°r. °f a deficit The administration of the un- 

. ket, the vast tracts of country in Russia, cannot ■ Cr abmg’ the trust’ ealculates the prices for goods
Durmg the years of civil war, the leading ques- absorb the production, because the buyers the 8UCh 8 manner that beifore all no deficit can arise,

tion was the preservation of bare existence amidst Russian peasants, have not kept pace in the prices The comParatively excessive bill-credits granted
of their products with the prices of textile articles. 1b®, ba“ks to industrial undertakings has been

pointed out, these credits having enabled extensive

_ r-
as-eas-

the struggle and its emergencies ,bread was natur
ally the dearest article. And during the years of The most important political slogan of Soviet . t . 
famine and failure of crops, the prices for corn pro- Bussia during the last few s is that of stores to be accumulated; and another objection 
ducts, were relatively higher than those for indm ,tmmT=lf8^îSfîToy the term coined by com- Mlsed is timUhi^geoda^ake an uaneeesearily-leng
trial products. Since September last year these con- rade Lenin—the alliance between the city prolet- tourtuous Path from the factory to the con
ditions have been reversed. Since this time the ariat and the peasantry. But it does not suffice for 6Umer The priee swells more and more, as the goods 
prices of industrial articles have constantly risen, this “Smutschka” to be of a political nature only; proceed from the factory to the trust, the syndicate, 
and the price of bread has 'comparatively fallen, before all it must be economic. The alliance the th® centraI c°-°Perative, the local co-operative, and 
This divergence increased until the end of October union between the ’industrial proletariat and the fi”ally to the shoP- on their road to the 
1922, then the curve of industrial products sinks peasantry, is naturally greatly endangered by the °ne archin of oalico- Priced by the “Centrosoyus” 
somewhat—until about the middle of November— divergence in prices. (central co-operative) at 32 copeks, with an ad-

The following situation results: On the one side. '8n®® °f 1 to W copeks (in gold) for the country, 
a trustified and syndicated state industry, banks) .’aJ a*tained a Pnce of 60 to 70 copeks before reach- 
trade unions, a proletariat enjoying the eight hour mg the peasant

day, and whose conditions of living improve daily The question of the reorganization of industry, 
in many material and cultural respects—and on the and °f the cheapening of industry, is now one of 
other side a poor peasantry, emerging ignorant and tbe most important problems of the economic life of 
stupefied from Czarism, working with the primitive Soviet Russia. The reorganization of industrial ad- 
methods of their forefathers, and receiving

consumer.

L and then rises again uninterruptedly until the be- 
) ginning of February 1923 ; about this time the price 

divergence came to a standstill which lasted until 
: the middle of March. From here onwards the curve 

undergoes various vaecilations, rises and falls, reach- 
L es its lowest point about the beginning of July of 
I this year, since when it has continued to rise. Com- 
r rade Trotzky, speaking on political economy at the 

12. Party Conference of the Russian Communist 
I Party, held in March of this year, dealt in detail 
I with the question of this price divergence. By 
I, means bf graphic illustration he demonstrated the 
k disparity between the prices of industrial articles 
i> and agricultural products. If the relation between 
I industrial and agrarian prices before the war be re- 

> presented by a straight line, the industrial and ag- 
I ricultural prices now form, two different lines, one 
I tending upwards, the other remaining below the- 
I straight prewar line. Before September of last 
I year the relation was reversed, that is, the line of 
K the industrial articles was below that of the agrar- 
I ian products. The resultant diagram gives the out- 
1, line of a pair of shears, the two points of which 
I draw more and more apart as the prices diverge.

Comrade Trotzky’s “shears” are thus the re

ministration is a step in this direction........................... _ Russia,
pittance for the work performed. It need not bd which is passing through a period of primitive ac- 
emphasized that such conditions are impossible in cumulation of capital, and which possesses no for- 
a country where political power is exercised in the eign credits, is dependent on her own powers. The 
interests of the people, and where power is exer- fundamental premise of her existence is that every 
cised in the interests of the toiling masses. It is part her political economy develops equally to- 
not surprising therefore that a far-reaching discus-1 wards a sound condition. If the two points of the 
sion should be going on in the Russian press at “shears” are to approach each other again, indus- 
present on comrade Trotzky’s “shears,” and on the try must either become cheaper or agriculture dear- 
jjlfiasures to be adopted for the removal of the disj er- There is no lack of suggestions in the latter di
parity between industry and agriculture. rection—even to suggestions as to a compulsory

Besides the constant—one might almost say or-1 state rise in prices for 
ganic—causes of the disparity between industrial exP°rt of corn, and the 
and agrarian prices, due to the backwardness of cultural products on foreign markets will have the 
Russian industry and technics, there

a mere

The
agri

number effect of raising the prices of Russian agricultural 
products. And hand in hand with this there is a

are a
of other causes of a purely Soviet nature.

Up to now the Russian factories have not been general improvement and advance towards sound 
'working at their full capacity. The whole of the economics in Russian agriculture, of which the lat- 

presentation o the deviation of industrial develop- machinery in the factories is not yet running, and! est great agricultural exhibition in Moscow afforded 
ment from agricultural development, at present the where i 
main problem occupying the whole of Russian poli- ploited. 
cal economics.

the most striking proof.ex-
The is that factory, ad- The discussion on the “shears,” and the endea- 

justed to this or that output and requiring proper vours of the Soviet government in this direction 
maintenance, by no means reaches its full quota of bear conclusive witness to the fact that Soviet Re
production. This is bound to have direct effect on sia has overcome the period of anarchist conditions
the price of production. in her economics, and is on the road to the estab-

•the area cultivated-finds that his products have ity IreWinuTd' i^eZ? ;°* ““ °f 8 perfeetly ordered of

decreased in buying power. The peasant who could 0mics The factories which had lain -dW^ eC<m" ^ co”trolled by the State. and pursued

W „ arschin calico for 3, lbs. of before 3 wh™“„, M be^Jo^tfeZ " ’"*■*

The significance of these “shears” in actual 
practice may easily be seen; it signifies that the 
peasant—^even when he exerts the utmost of his 
powers for intensification of work and extension of

econo

masses.
—“Inpreoorr,” (Vienna).
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